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				 A Community Focused

Media Agency

We make your phone ring.

We bring you more customers. 

We grow your sales. 
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														Services

Established in 1989, Great News Media has been a trusted partner for thousands of companies, enabling them to effectively market, advertise, and raise awareness about their businesses, products, and services. With our comprehensive range of marketing and advertising solutions, we empower businesses to reach their target audience through both print and digital channels.


				
												
									
						
					

					
					PRINT

ADVERTISING

Through our 90 monthly community newsletters, we enable businesses to target specific areas and demographics. We also design, manufacture, and distribute custom flyers and business magazines.


 


	Community newsletter advertising
	Community newsletter inserts
	Custom ad design
	Custom flyer design, manufacturing, and distribution
	Custom magazine design, manufacturing, and distribution



 


 


View Magazines Print Media Kit


 


 



				
									
						
					

					
					DIGITAL

ADVERTISING

We excel in creating impactful digital advertising campaigns tailored to our clients’ needs. We can enhance your community presence with a geofenced digital display ad campaign that links directly to your company website, landing page, or social media.


 


	Geofenced (area or demographic specific) digital display ads
	Website advertising
	Social media advertising
	MyCalgary.com advertising



 


Digital Media Kit


				
									
						
					

					
					MYCALGARY.COM

Great News Media is committed to supporting local communities and businesses. In our official community newsletters and on our sister-site, MyCalgary.com, we have a strong and consistent readership with high advertising visibility. Great News Media and MyCalgary are committed to curating relevant community-specific content each month.


 


	Monthly community-specific articles, updates, and events
	Crime statistics
	Real estate updates
	Philanthropic initiatives
	Neighbourhood safety reports
	Complimentary advertising for consistent clients



 


 


My Calgary

 


 




								

								

			

						
								
														CUSTOMERS

Our reputation has been built on the results that we deliver.
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                Down By the Bay
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                Your Chaparral TrailBlazer
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                The Deer Ridge Journal
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                Your Deer Run Villager
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                Your DouglasQuarry
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                Fairview in Focus
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                Lake Bonavista Bugle
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                Talk of the Towne
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                Mid-Sun Messages
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                Your New Brighton Buzz
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            Queensland Diamond Cove Crier
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                Riverbend Connects
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                MyWillowRidge.ca
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                Canyon Meadows Chronicle
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                The Broadcaster
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                Eau Claire Current
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                The Elbow Scene
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                The Evergreen Bulletin
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                Focus On Glamorgan
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                Glenbrook Globe
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                Your Haysboro Horn
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                Killarney Glengarry
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                Your Kingsland Post
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                The Source (Marda Loop)
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                The Chronicle Shawnee-Evergreen Millrise, Shawnessy
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                The Mission Statement
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                North Glenmore Park Connector
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                Your Oakridge Echo
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                Your Richmond Knob Hill
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                Your Silverado Edge
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                Your Somerset Bridlewood
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                Southwood Connects.Ca
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                Your Springbank Hill
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                The Gazette â€“ Strathcona, Aspen, Christie Park
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                The Royal Roundup
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                Your Westsprings Cougar Ridge News
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                Your Elbow Valley View
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                Your Springbank
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                Bridgeland-Riverside Bridges
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                The Renfrew Reflections
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                Your Brentwood Bugle
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                Cambrian Heights Rosemont Chronicle
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                Your Hawkwood Citadel
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                The Crescent View
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                Inside Edgemont
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                Hidden Valley Hanson Ranch
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                Hounsfield Heights Briar Hill Beacon
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                The Mount Pleasant Pulse
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                Your Nolan Hill Sage Hill
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                Your Panorama Country Hills
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                Your Parkdale Post
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                Your Sandstone MacEwan
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                The Ranchlands Roundup
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                Your Thorncliffe Greenview
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                Tuxedo Park Gazette
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                Your West Hillhurst Warbler
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															LivelyMoto !														

																																								
Great News Media has worked well for us at Riverwalk. Especially the insert in the community newsletters. The publications allow us to directly target market our demographic. This has had a direct impact on qualified people asking to tour our show suite. The team at Great News media is excellent to work with and helpful!


Write a Review See All Reviews


																																						

											

																				
										
									
 
								
 

								
							

													

								
								
								
									
																					
												
																											
															Hamish Knox														

																																								
Fantastic experience working with the Great News Media team. They took time to clearly understand my ideal prospect and goals for my advertising and made recommendations that I was confident in because of their diligence up front. Getting my ads put together was quick, easy and the Great News Media team made several helpful suggestions to make my ad stand out. If you’re looking to get hyper-local with your marketing messages, give Great News Media a call.


Write a Review See All Reviews


																																						

											

																				
										
									
 
								
 

								
							

													

								
								
								
									
																					
												
																											
															Beverley Raabis														

																																								
Great News Media are efficient, courteous and more than that. Advertising with this Company has been our life line! Thank you to the terrific staff members and the tremendous outreach you do in these communities. You have enabled us to reach out to our past and future clients and we are forever grateful to have found Great News Media. Give them a call! It will be worth the benefits! Best Regards us at Big Sky Ventures


Write a Review See All Reviews


																																						

											

																				
										
									
 
								
 

								
							

													

								
								
								
									
																					
												
																											
															Katie Kilb														

																																								
We have had the pleasure of partnering with Great News for our advertising needs for 15 years, and they have consistently exceeded our expectations. Their advertising campaigns have an immediate impact, generating a flurry of phone calls as soon as they are launched at the beginning of each month. It’s remarkable to witness the tangible results their strategies bring. Their ability to generate significant phone call volumes, combined with their easygoing nature and stellar customer service, make them a top choice for any business seeking effective and reliable advertising solutions.


Write a Review See All Reviews


																																						

											

																				
										
									
 
								
 

								
							

													

								
								
								
									
																					
												
																											
															Cam Jackson														

																																								
What a great group of people to work with. We have done business together in and around Calgary for 9 years. I target my advertising campaigns with Great News Media every month in their community newsletter magazines. The response is always very strong – sometimes too much so. If you want to control your budget, and create huge awareness of your business at the community level, do in their community magazines. People continue to respond to my ads and they trust my business. Thanks Great News Media!


Write a Review See All Reviews
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            Marketing Strategy: How Much To Spend & Where To Allocate Your Advertising Dollars
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														Our Team

Our success depends on the strength of our team. Fueled by our passion for forging meaningful connections and driven by the constant pursuit of excellence, we deliver exceptional work that sets us apart.
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			MIKE - President
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			Emily - Sales Manager
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			Lisa - Marketing Strategy Specialist
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			Nancy - Marketing Strategy Specialist
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			Krystle - Senior Editor
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			Jasmine - Graphic Design
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			Ranie - Typesetting & Graphic Design
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			Grace - Typesetting & GraphicÂ Design
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			Nelle - Typesetting & Graphic Design
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			Agnes - Accounting
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			VJ - Press & Bindery Operator
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			Bob - Press & Bindery Operator, Maintenance
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			Kelly - Press & Bindery Operator, Maintenance
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			Madhur - Press & Bindery Operator
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			Manisha - Press & Bindery Operator
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			Danielle - Editor & Communications Lead
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			Shayan - IT Head

	
					

	

	

 


				

			

						
											

														

														

											
														We Are reliableWe Are respectfulWe Are accountableWe Are team-focusedWe Are curious


â€” The Great News Media Team â€”
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View Our Magazines




				
				EXCELLENT READERSHIP

We produce 90 community newsletter magazines delivered monthly to 410,000 households across 160 Calgary and area communities.

Consisting of hyper local community news, events, real estate statistics, babysitter lists, and philanthropic initiatives, our official community newsletter magazines have a strong and consistent readership and advertising visibility.


 


 


Print Media Kit

 


 




								

								

			

					

		
		
						
				
														
																			
											
								
																		
												
				Great News Media

Established in 1989, Great News Media has been a trusted partner for thousands of companies, enabling them to effectively market, advertise, and raise awareness about their businesses, products, and services. With our comprehensive range of marketing and advertising solutions, we empower businesses to reach their target audience through both print and digital channels.


 


 


Office Hours: 9:00 am to 5:00 pm
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403-720-0762


 


[email protected]


 






 


 


34 â€“ 4550 112 Ave SE


Calgary, AB T2C 2K2
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							"*" indicates required fields
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Last Name*
                            
                            
                            
                            
                                                    
                                                    Last Name
                                                
                            
                        

Email*
                            
                        

Phone*

Company Name* 

Question/Comments*

CAPTCHA

NameThis field is for validation purposes and should be left unchanged.
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                            Gerald Miller            17:52 22 Jun 23
                                            We have been blessed with advertising with Great News Media for a number of years.  It's been an amazing experience both due to the great staff that we have been privileged to work with and from the company perspective the ROI has more than justified it.  We look forward to continuing this relationship for years to come.            
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                            Katie Kilb            03:42 17 May 23
                                            We have had the pleasure of partnering with Great News for our advertising needs for 15 years, and they have consistently exceeded our expectations. Their advertising campaigns have an immediate impact, generating a flurry of phone calls as soon as they are launched at the beginning of each month. It's remarkable to witness the tangible results their strategies bring.Their ability to generate significant phone call volumes, combined with their easygoing nature and stellar customer service, make them a top choice for any business seeking effective and reliable advertising solutions.            
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                            Cam Jackson            17:12 02 Nov 18
                                            What a great group of people to work with. We have done business together in and around Calgary for 9 years. I target my advertising campaigns with Great News Media every month in their community newsletter magazines. The response is always very strong - sometimes too much so. If you want to control your budget, and create huge awareness of your business at the community level, do in their community magazines. People continue to respond to my ads and they trust my business. Thanks Great News Media!            
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                            Susan Hoshmand            17:43 08 Aug 23
                                            I had the pleasure of working with Jayne to get my business name out there. I couldn't be happier with the level of service and expertise I received from her and her team.            
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                            Darcy Brown            19:18 22 Jun 23
                                            I have worked with Great News Media for years, my dealings with them are nothing short of excellent.            
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                            Charlene Martindale            22:20 15 Sep 23
                                            We've been working with Great News for over 10 years.  They have always been great to work with and I would highly recommend them!            
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                            Geoff Smith            21:07 15 Sep 23
                                            Have been using their service for 20+ years and very easy to work with.            
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